Abstract
From the outset, the Italian educational system has been interested in the message of films and cinema's power of persuasion. Prior to the advent of television, it viewed cinema with suspicion for the alleged damage it caused to the minds of young people. Later, it would view cinema as a means of fascist ideological propaganda. From the 1920s onwards, schools would use cinema as a teaching aid through “educational cinema.” Since 1960, schools have aimed to teach formal analysis and film content. On the threshold of the new millennium, the revolution in school autonomy obliged every
educational institution to independently manage the financial resources allocated to them. This involved the arrival of external experts who were entrusted with media education: they were supported by an internal tutor while the school coordinated the professionals who specialized in cinema; meanwhile the subject teacher entered the Internet era with the innovation of the interactive whiteboard, assuming the role of multimedia author. Thus began the training of teachers within schools, who were registered on the national list of Visual Education Workers.
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**Introduction**

In Italy, recent regulations on cinema provide for training activities which—although they are not curricular or cross-cutting—are entrusted to specialized figures who manage projects in schools funded by public institutions. Today, cinema is included within Media Education and is central in the training of internal teaching staff. This has not always been the case.

**Aims and method**

This study examines the use of the cinema media channel in Italian schools, from fascism to the present day. Through theoretical analysis, the historical and socio-cultural context are analyzed and the cinema as an educational tool is examined. In addition, the evolution of the cinema and the way it is used in schools are investigated, as are the main legislative measures that have governed the use of cinema and media as an educational tool in Italian schools.
The suspicion towards cinema

The Italian cinema industry was born with the 20th century; from 1904 on, following the first projections in café concerts or accompanying circus or variety shows, the number of cinemas multiplied in cities to such an extent that by 1908 there were already 500 of them.

In 1907, the first Italian productions and distributions were created (Manetti, 2012). The first attention of the state towards this sector came from the President of the Council, Giovanni Giolitti, who with his May 15, 1907 Circular invited the Prefects to monitor productions that were offensive to good morals or that focused on spectacular deeds and tricks that caused fear or horror. This measure specifically referred to images of surgical or pornographic activities aimed at an adult public in large cities. In this way, the government came up against the enthusiasm towards cinema (Alovisio, 2015, 2019; Sacerdoti, 1910). Between 1913 and 1918, censorship would become even harsher (Guadagnini, 1918).

With Law 785 of June 25, 1913, the liberal state government, whose parliamentary president was Giolitti, centralized state censorship and subjected the sector to hefty taxation with the payment of 10 cents for each meter of film projected. The protests in the sector focused in particular on the consequences of this financial intervention. The progressive lengthening of films, which had developed the cinema, could now lead to a crisis.

The enormous spread of cinema halls led the government to replace the tax on film length with a ticket tax. However, this fiscal measure was adopted to satisfy well-meaning people who simultaneously judged cinema as potentially immoral and praised the superiority of the theater at a time when the public clearly preferred the cinema over the theater. In the 1914–1915 fiscal year alone, the tax on tickets sold in cinemas brought in over 2.12 million lire, while theatre and other show tickets yielded less than 90,000 lire (Manetti, 2012).

In short, in liberal pre-Fascist Italy, the cinema was considered more a source of tax revenues and of a concern over its moral influence than an area of educational opportunities.
Propaganda cinema

With the advent of fascism in 1922, the Italian film industry found itself in disastrous financial conditions due to the high costs of the actors, who had become stars, and for the heavy taxation. Consequently, it suffered from competition from Hollywood productions, which, thanks to a favorable tax regime and the expansion of the domestic market, recovered their production costs even before being exported, and were thus able to be sold abroad at very competitive prices. For this reason, 20,000 workers in various sectors of the film industry, many of whom were famous actors, now found themselves in a state of misery and desperation.

However, Mussolini was a journalist and a school teacher, which meant that he was professionally capable of understanding the enormous potential of cinema. Firstly, he took measures to increase educational production. During Italian Fascism, cinema first became a teaching medium, with the foundation in 1924 of L’Cinema Unione Educativa (LUCE) (Laura, 2000). Even today, the LUCE Institute holds an educational archive which includes the series Cineteca Scolastica (School Film Library) with 37 titles.

During the Fascist era, the function of cinema, in addition to being educational, was also propagandistic. Of the more than 700 films produced by the LUCE Institute, 100 consisted of direct or indirect propaganda. Many of these films were screened outside and inside schools on the day the Fascist regime called Fascist Saturday, during which various activities took place to celebrate the regime, from gymnastic trials to parades of uniformed boys (Lentini, 2018). However, except in rare cases, schools did not have projectors in those days.

Thanks to the work of the LUCE Institute, Italy obtained important worldwide recognition for using the cinema for educational purposes. In fact, in 1928, the League of Nations approved Italy’s proposal (outstripping France with a specific self-financed project) to create its International Educational Cinematography Institute (IECI) and establish its headquarters in Rome (Manetti, 2012, p. 58). Royal Decree 2025 of September 6,
1928 allocated a substantial annual budget to the IECI to cover all its costs, which were entirely borne by Italy. The IECI had a representative office in Frascati, in the province of Rome, where it hosted meetings and conferences. Furthermore, the IECI was responsible for creating the *International Review of Educational Cinematography*, which was published in Italian and translated into French, English, German, and Spanish.

However, the regime saw an opportunity to use cinema to endorse the cultural policy of fascism abroad in an “attempt by Mussolini to build an image of the Regime for external use that was capable of succeeding in the Anglo-Saxon world, but without falling outside the achievements of the socialist world” (Manetti, 2012, p. 59). Indeed, the regime looked upon the Soviet cinema model with extreme interest. Unlike the Hollywood model, the state wholly managed the economic aspect and the quality of the content. However, the Italian film industry and the Fascist regime had a common enemy in the commercial cinema of Hollywood, which both asphyxiated Italian production and transmitted a model of capitalist life that was unpopular with the regime (Frescani, 2012).

Another important initiative in favor of cinema was the creation of the Experimental Film Center in 1935, which was a true university of cinema based in Rome. One of the Center’s initiatives was the creation of *Bianco e Nero* (*Black and White*), the first important film journal and one that is still published today. It no longer conveyed to the public the image of films as mere products of leisure, but of art. Moreover, between 1927 and 1942, 46 decrees were issued for the benefit of the film industry (Cardillo 1987; Venturini, 2012).

Undoubtedly, a gloomy image began to emerge from 1933 onwards, the year that witnessed the advent of Nazism in Germany and in which Goebbels, Hitler’s propaganda minister, visited Rome and showed Mussolini the operation of the new Nazi Propaganda Ministry, which he headed. The already consolidated fascist attention to the potential of film found new inspiration through Goebbels’s visit. Like the Nazi Ministry, Royal Decree 1434 of September 6, 1934 gave rise to the *State Undersecretariat for Press and Propaganda* in Italy; initially, it had three Directorates-General: *Italian Press, Foreign Press, and Propaganda*, to which, with Royal Decree
1565 of September 18, 1934, a fourth was added—Cinema—headed by Luigi Freddi, who in his inaugural speech celebrated the rebirth of Italian cinema, stating “the state frames, the state helps, the state rewards, the state controls, the state encourages” (Manetti, 2012, p. 81). Propaganda and culture merged under the same perspective. Not surprisingly, during a debate in the Chamber of Deputies for the approval of the budget for the sector for the period July 1937 to May 30, 1938, the deputy Carlo Maria Maggi defined cinema as “the most powerful weapon” of ethical and political propaganda (Parliamentary Acts of the Chamber of Deputies, session Thursday, May 13, 1937, p. 3734).

Shortly thereafter, Giuseppe Bottai, on a partial collision course with the regime, in his role as Minister of National Education, founded with Royal Decree 1780 the Autonomous Film Library for School Cinematography, with the aim of equipping schools with projectors and specially produced or purchased films. The demolition of a school in Rome in 2002 recovered the entire heritage of the Film Library, which consisted of 12,000 copies of educational short films, 20,000 films, 15,000 volumes, slides, extensive correspondence on the administrative events of the School Film Library, 500 AGFA projectors, and other machinery for the projection and making of films which had been made available to schools during the final years of Fascism and which had been lost. All the rediscovered material is now kept in the Lucana Film Library, in Oppido Lucano, a small town in southern Italy (Durante, 2011; Pietrafesa, 2012).

The post-World War II period and educational cinema

In the mid-1940s, the educational system began to take an interest in cinema, and it did so without questioning the distinction between educational and commercial cinema. A number of articles by Luigi Volpicelli published between July 1948 and the end of 1949 in Bianco e Nero (Volpicelli, 1948 a; Volpicelli, 1948 b; Volpicelli, 1949 a; Volpicelli, 1949 b; Volpicelli, 1949 c) marked the beginning of the reflection on cinema and education in Italy, still basing it on the preconception that
everything which activates the imagination, the senses, and emotions did not have intellectual value and led young people towards uncritical acceptance of false values (Felini, 2015; Pierotti, 2013; Piromallo, & Gambardella, 1998).

At the end of the 1940s and the beginning of the 1950s, Italian educators were somewhat wary about the use of film in educational work. They feared its hypnotic effect, also on the basis of their experience during fascism, which had promoted films with an explicit propagandist aim. Furthermore, the vast majority of educators believed that the study of the influence of spectacular cinema on young people was the responsibility of developmental psychologists and neuropsychiatrists (Rizzo, 2014).

In this context, the researcher Evelina Tarroni, investigating the use of cinemas by young people and their tastes in their choice of shows (Tarroni and Paderni, 1952), noted that “the perception of the film is greatly influenced by the personal experiences of individual spectators, and … these experiences to a large extent arouse the interest of the viewer in the film” (Tarroni, 1950, p. 28) and consequently expressed perplexity towards the prevailing conception of the effects of film. Later, Laporta (1957) would attribute the vulnerability of young people to cinema to be not a behavioral psychological passivity, but a defect of mature intelligence.

In classrooms, the narrow-mindedness towards spectacular cinema went hand-in-hand with the use of so-called educational cinema, which instead fell under the field of pedagogy as a tool in the hands of the teacher. The teaching of the positivist era used the “cine-aid” to replace direct experience with the representation of phenomena that were difficult to observe in person (Farnè, 2006). While commercial cinema was suspected of every harmful effect, the educational cinema validated by schools was trusted in the mistaken illusion that it represented a transparent means of communication offering up reality as it is. In this way, educational cinema – considered an honest reproducer of objective reality and not subjected to any esthetic value analysis – in fact ended up being more insidious in classrooms than commercial cinema (Farnè, 2002).
The regulatory level of cinema education was in accordance with fascism. The Lamberti Law of May 11, 1950 granted “provisions in favor of popular and educational cinematography”. Subsequently, the Segni Law of March 24, 1953 repealed the law that in 1938 had established the Autonomous Film Library for School Cinematography and in turn established the National Center for School Audiovisual Subsidies and, at the local level, the Provincial Centers for School Cinematography under the authority of the Local Education Authorities. The new provisions continued to consider cinema meant for students to be an illustration, a textbook for moving images and sounds—rather than an artistic and narrative product with its own expression (Rizzo, 2014). An ideological gap was created between teachers and film critics. Teachers pointed out the differences between cinema and cine-aids—or rather, between commercial cinema and “educator” cinema—and identified them primarily in the setting, which was not a movie theater, but a classroom—or in other words, an environment set for a lesson accompanied by the aid of images, sometimes even without sound. Film critics, however, highlighted the devaluation of cinema in school practice. For the critics, educational cinema, in the absence of plot and dramatization, represented the opposite of cinema (Volpicelli, 1949).

Film education in the television era

From 1954 on, television began to arrive in Italian homes and the order envisaged by the educational system in cinema-aided teaching was disrupted. The new media context imposed a mass consumerist and extravagant culture of entertainment shows and “the sum of these minimal messages that accompany our daily life constitutes the most visible cultural phenomenon of the civilization in which we are called to operate” (Eco, 1964, p. 24). However, schools continued to show reality according
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1 It was also known as the Bottai Film Library, after the Minister of National Education.
to its traditional curriculum and its linear analytical procedure, although the same linearity was lost in the mass of information and news (Tarroni and Baldelli, 1970). After 1965, cinema underwent a technological transformation with Kodak’s distribution of the Super 8 camera. At the same time, thousands of film clubs were created throughout Italy. The most attentive pupils perceived what teachers experience in everyday life. In other words, through daily practice with television screens, students were helped to understand cinema (Baldelli, 1970), thereby invalidating years of research carried out in the pre-television era (Tarroni, 1960).

The educational world no longer looked upon cinema as a hypnotic plague from which to defend itself, but instead identified television as the new enemy. Consequently, while educational cinema gathered dust in the display cases of school buildings, commercial cinema emerged from the purgatory of prejudice to develop its new role as an educational tool (Rizzo, 2014). Academics of the era noted the paradoxical parallels between the old attitude of censorship and the new one. Baldelli (1970) reported that in the debate on the social impact of television “the same people who in the past attacked cinema now use the old arguments against the new means of mass communication” (Baldelli, 1970, p. 123). In the world of education, it became a general conviction that cinema, unlike television, “could favor a perceptual restructuring of everyday reality, dismembering the conceptual schematizations through which it is trivialized and repetitive” (Lumbelli, 1974, p. 21) and it was an established fact by that point that “it is no longer film that is pedagogical or didactic, but rather the communicative process into which it is incorporated to structure itself as such” (Farnè, 2006, p. 243). Therefore, schools abandoned educational cinema and asked themselves what could be done to teach cinema.

The semiotic teacher

The debate on the teaching of cinema in the late 1940s and early 1950s, which centered on the emotional dimension of film images and on
the problem of understanding the narrative and linguistic structures of film in relation to the degree of intellectual development of young viewers, was not widely followed.

In the following decades, in fact, the teaching of cinema would become a little practiced field, almost exclusively the object of a manual production divided between content and linguistic approaches and equally limited in terms of methodological openness and theoretical proposals. (Pierotti, 2013, p. 78)

Between the 1960s and 1980s, the Italian educational system adopted a semiotic perspective and considered cinema not only the bearer of values, as it had done since the birth of cinema, but also in its formal aspect. The narrative theoretical foundations and the language of cinema became the object of teaching. Film education interpreted filmmaking as a study and examined all the signifiers of cinematographic language, such as framing and perspective. Cinema was dissected and classified and the general rules adopted by the professionals working in the field were elucidated. In a sense, it was considered painting in movement and, as in painting, its formal rules were explained first, followed by the values it transmits (Malavasi, Polenghi, & Rivoltella, 2005; Rivoltella, 2017).

To demonstrate the persuasive capacity of the medium, teachers revealed the tricks behind the magic of cinema. Teachers chose to teach cinema from a narratological perspective in a voluntary, non-institutionalized way. From this perspective, teachers considered narrative cinema and included it in the teaching of Italian. Teaching interventions in schools focused on the functioning of cinema or the relationship between cinema and literature (Bernardi, 1991; Carluccio, 1988; Costa, 1993; Cremonini, 1988). The interest in the adaptation and transfer from the literary text to the cinematographic text was prevalent and sometimes functional when cinema was used as an ancillary aid in the teaching of school subjects, in this case of Italian and foreign literature (Cortellazzo & Tomasi, 2008; Dusi, 2003).

The Ministry’s policy documents relating to secondary, primary, and nursery schools—issued in 1979, 1985, and 1991—revealed that attention was paid to the media at the institutional level. Italian secondary-school education appeared static compared to the other levels of the
school system. The legacy of Giovanni Gentile’s approach\(^2\) weighed upon it directly, at least until the 1950s, when “the decline of idealism brought scientific research to the fore once again and the use of methods inspired by it, re-integrating Italy into international teaching circles” (Laporta, 2001, p. 91), while the indirect conditioning derived from the spiritualist approach of idealistic teaching\(^3\) from 1985 onwards was overcome with the introduction of Computer Science as a subject. Overall, the regulatory framework highlighted the lack of a unitary coherent educational design for the various educational levels it addressed. The media appeared to be treated with a different approach: as languages of relevance, as an aspect of the child’s cultural environment, or as a space for teaching innovation. Indeed, in Italy, when the technological model prevailed, the interest in teaching older, non-digital media was supplanted by the interest in new technologies; computers and the Internet were preferred to printed paper, photography, film, and television (Rivoltella, 2017).

As mentioned above, Italian schools focused on the message transmitted by film and on the language of cinema, but did so spontaneously—in other words, without a clear legislative strategy from the government. At the turn of the century, however, the school system established rules for the training and practice of teachers who were to educate students on the subject of cinema. The practices that fell under the voluntary initiative of certain film teachers were now institutionalized and planned at the national level. Schools clarified, even formally, what the method of cinema education should be. In 1999, the Ministry of Education, University, and Research (MIUR) intervened on training and funded the National Plan for the Promotion of the Teaching of Film and Audiovisual
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\(^2\) Giovanni Gentile (1875–1944), philosopher, educationalist, politician, exponent of Italian idealism, and author of the 1923 reform of public education known as the Gentile Reform.

\(^3\) Idealist teaching believes in the self-education of the Universal Spirit present in everyone. Consequently, it does not consider any scientific notion or technique to be necessary in the communication between the teacher and the pupil. Moreover, it considers science to be a second-order activity with respect to philosophy and subjects that celebrate the spiritual: history, art, and literature.
Language in Schools. The plan included an integrated training program during school service, and research and educational experimentation for teachers in all subject areas of each school level (Costantino, 2005). In the 2000–01 and 2001–02 school years, it involved 10,000 students, 1,000 teachers, and 500 schools throughout the country. However, it ended abruptly, without the planned third year being implemented. Nevertheless, the qualitative level of this experimentation was unparalleled by any other experience during the 20th century (Costantino, 2005).

School autonomy and external experts

Over the last twenty years, thanks to the growing development of information and communication technologies, the media landscape has been enriched with new media (Manovich, 2001), whose presence has become pervasive in the lives of children, used as symbolic resources to give meaning to their relational experiences and to organize their daily lives (Buckingham, 2003; Buckingham & Sefton-Green, 1994). A cultural context emerged that supported an extended participation in the production and distribution of the media, which are processes now favored by facilitating technology and cost-cutting (Jenkins, 2006). Cross-mediality, or rather the possibility of operating simultaneously in and with different languages via the Internet, has profoundly changed the media scenario.

In teaching, cinema, in addition to being an archive with its pre-existing narratives that became established over its century of existence, was approached by reworking the archival works themselves. Indeed, cinema no longer offered non-manipulable training tools, but digital visions (Arcagni, 2016), in which everything the director imposed, from the narrative pacing to the editing, tended to disappear by virtue of a new domain offered to the viewer. Each film could be included in the narrative created by the viewer, which was different from the one offered by the director. In the school world, both pupils and teachers could be producers and consumers of cinema; the film—deconstructed and reduced to pieces—becomes a semi-finished product in classrooms from which to
obtain material for an alternative editing. The “app generation” (Gardner and Davis, 2014), which uses only the Internet instead of watching TV, reading newspapers, or going to the cinema, appears to be very much at ease in the game of fragmentation and decontextualization typical of the “post-cinema” era (Arcagni, 2016).

Since the 1990s, schools have adopted Masterman’s lessons (1985) and have based media education around the key concept of media as a representation. As a result, they stopped approaching cinema separately and turned their attention to all media and the entire media landscape. Media education had arrived in classrooms, a discipline bordering on the sciences of education and communication and whose objective was the study, teaching, and learning of modern means of communication from the ethical point of view of both democratizing knowledge and promoting active citizenship (Rivoltella, 2001, 2017).

Media education spread throughout Italy at a time when the reflection and experiences already established in schools were merged with the field of study that it recognized4 (Giannelli, 2006; Rivoltella, 2017). Consequently, in this sector in Italy, the theoretical epistemological research followed practical research which—in contrast—preceded the birth of media education itself. An example of anticipation, although carried out with teaching presuppositions and aims that were not always explicit, was the first experiences of film education through the cineforum and the experiments in filmmaking carried out with the Super 8 camera (Felini, 2015; Rivoltella, 2017).

The transition from centralization to autonomy of Italian schools5 enlivened the educational context and introduced dynamism and competition between schools. Educational institutions that became
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4 The association, represented primarily by the Italian Association for Media and Communication Education (MED), founded in 1996, has played an important role in the spread of media education throughout Italy.

5 The transition of schools to independence is enshrined in Law 59/1997. However, the implementing regulation would arrive with Presidential Decree no. 275 of March 8, 1999, and only in 2001 would the new text in Paragraph 3 of Article 117 of the Constitutional Charter preserve the independence of schools.
independent—not only in terms of education, but also in terms of management—received help in securing funding for their operations, especially by drawing on European structural funds (PON). Once the proposed projects concerning the teaching of cinema were approved, institutes were able to fund directors, actors, and other qualified professionals working in schools.

The interactive multimedia whiteboard and the role of the teacher

In 2006, the interactive whiteboard arrived in classrooms and the cinema became an environment in which to look for shared meanings (Rodríguez, 2016). Teachers had the opportunity to become multimedia creators, even in an impromptu way, during lessons. The interactive whiteboard—which in a single object encapsulates all the main educational technologies previously in use (video projector, video recorder, computer, and television)—introduces the potential of different multimedia languages and the interactivity of new media into classrooms, allowing students to participate in the construction of the lesson. Moreover, it favors the use of iconic resources in the daily teaching work with the students.

The Visual Education Worker

The need became urgent for new literacy in order to offer students tools to decode visual messages in a context where images predominate in the transmission of information. Consequently, government policies promoted image education programs and cinema was also strategically and stably incorporated into the world of education. All of this constitutes an important historical passage for the history of Italian cultural and cinematographic policies. In the last five years, processes that had been paused for many years were restarted, as demonstrated by the experience
of the National Plan for the Promotion of the Teaching of Film and Audiovisual Language.

Since 2015, new laws have fostered institutionalized spaces for the inclusion of artistic languages in schools, including cinema. Law 107/2015, Article 1, Para. 7 c sets out the principle of “strengthening skills in musical practice and culture, in art and art history, in cinema, and in techniques and media for the production and dissemination of images and sounds” (emphasis added). As a consequence of the provisions of Law 107/2015, image education became one of the objectives of Law 220/2016, the Film and Audiovisual Act. By enacting this law, legislators provided for requests for proposals to be issued by schools of all levels, as well as entities, foundations, and associations, in order to support and promote the study and use of cinema and audiovisual language in schools. Law 220/2016 established an annual fund for the sector and established the Superior Cinema and Audiovisual Council, which was based on the structure of the General Directorate of Cinema of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism (MIBAC).

In the application of Law 220/2016, the MIBAC and the MIUR, based on the Memorandum of Understanding of March 2, 2018, jointly promote the National Film Plan for Schools to include film and audiovisual language in schools as an educational cross-curricular tool. In reality, the Plan does not concern cinema explicitly, but more generally addresses the culture of audiovisual media that cinema introduced and continues to lead from a privileged position. It offers applicants funds for school initiatives dedicated to the moving image through selection and funding procedures (MIUR, 2018). For the 2017–18 and 2018–19 school years, the Plan has already provided resources amounting to 23.5 million euros through the issuing of five requests for proposals from entities, foundations, associations, and schools of all levels. The calls attracted a large
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6 Article 27, Section i provides for the support, in agreement with the Ministry of Education, University, and Research, for the strengthening of skills in cinema and techniques and media for the production and dissemination of images and sound, as well as literacy in art and techniques and media for the production of images and sound, pursuant to Article 1, Para. 7, Sections c and f of Law 107 of July 13, 2015.
participation, with over 800 projects submitted and 496 projects funded. Participation in the regional tenders were proportional to the school populations, led by Lazio (167 projects), Campania (100), and Lombardy (97). The selected initiatives concerned and involved all types of schools, including comprehensive schools, which represent 36.6% of the participating educational institutions. However, for the 2019–20 school year, resources amounting to 12 million euros were made available (MIUR, 2019). Teacher training will guarantee nationwide coverage and will be managed, through a single training model, by schools awarded the tender for Visual Education Workers in School. This is new for the Italian educational context, which has followed more than one directive with respect to cinema as an educational tool over the years.

Conclusions

The aim of this work was to provide a historical reconstruction of the Italian context in which the school film culture was born and developed. The analysis was based on the legislation that has governed the use of cinema as a teaching tool over time.

The historical analysis has highlighted the influence of the political climate, in which the transition from fascist dictatorship to democracy influenced the vision of film, from propaganda to educational purposes.

On the meaning of film education, the various visions that schools have adopted are illustrated, from those of the 1950s that focused on educational cinema and excluded commercial cinema from the classrooms, to the arrival in Italy of media education.

Schools and teaching have evolved and cinema has changed. Crossmediality has entered classrooms, which has created the perspectives of media education. It is hoped that Italian schools will no longer need to rely on external workers and will be able to adapt itself and its teaching staff to the new scenarios.
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